FIREYE

DESCRIPTION
The Fireye® E100 FLAME-MONITOR™ System is a microprocessor based burner management control system designed to provide the proper burner sequencing, ignition and flame monitoring protection on automatically ignited oil, gas, and combination fuel burners. In conjunction with limit and operating controls, it
programs the burner/blower motor, ignition and fuel valves to provide for proper and safe burner operation. The control also provides current operating status and lockout information in the event of a safety
shutdown. The manner in which this information is displayed is dependent on the type of programmer (EP
or EPD) and display module (ED510 or ED500*).
The E110 consists of the EB700 chassis, dust cover and shortened mounting screw (P/N 48-1836). The display module (ED510), if required, must be ordered separately. Interchangeable programmer and flame
amplifier modules allow for complete versatility in selection of control function, timing, and flame scanning means. Functions such as pre-purge, recycling interlocks, high fire proving interlock, and trial for ignition timing of the pilot and main flame are determined by the programmer module. The E110 FlameMonitor can be used with ultra-violet, auto-check infrared, flame rod, or self-check ultraviolet flame scanners by choosing the proper amplifier module.
The 18 terminal wiring base allows for many functional circuits including motors, valves, and ignition
transformers as well as multiple interlocks such as high purge, low purge, fuel valve and running interlock
circuits. The E110 use the same wiring base as the Fireye E100 Flame-Monitor control, D series and C Series Controls and is directly interchangeable with most models without rewiring.
Additional functions of the Flame-Monitor system include:
-a non-volatile memory which allows the control to remember its history and present position even when
power is interrupted
-a constant flame signal read-out via display module or 0-10 VDC output (EPD programmers only)
-read-out of main fuel operational hours and complete cycles via display module
-Modbus communications via RS485 multi-drop link
-dipswitches located on the EP programmer to allow selectable purge time
-a run/check switch which allows the operator to stop the program sequence in any of three different positions (purge, PTFI, or auto)
-remote display capability
-annunciate 16 additional interlocks using E300 expansion module
*The ED500 display was the predecessor of the ED510 display and uses an older design. It does not have
the latest features of the ED510 display module.
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WARNING: Selection of this control for a particular application should be made by a competent
professional, licensed by a state or other government agency. Inappropriate application of this product could result in an unsafe condition hazardous to life and property

DESCRIPTION
The Fireye MircoM Series Flame Safeguard Control is a compact, microprocessor based, modular burner management system
designed to provide automatic ignition and continuous flame monitoring for commercial sizes of heating and process equipment
firing any type of fuel.
The MicroM is designed to be backwards compatible with existing TFM, UVM, and M-series II controls. The MircoM MEC120 and
MEC230 chassis with the appropriate MEP100, MEP200 and MEP500 series programmers provide operation similar to its predecessors and is usually directly interchangeable. The MEC320 and MEC480 chassis with the appropriate MEP300, MEP400 and
MEP600 series programmers provide additional enhancements such as early spark termination, pilot proving, and interrupted
pilot.
The advantages of the MicroM are zero dependence on discrete components previously used for timing functions. The MicroM,
through the use of micro-controller technology, incorporates smart diagnostic LED’s, smart reset function for multi-burner applications, optional alpha-numeric display output (ED510), and serial communications via a Modbus or E500 Communication Interface. The MicroM system also provides additional amplifier selections. Along with the standard UV and Flame Rod amplifiers are
UV self-check, infrared, cadmium sulfide and a dry contact amplifier for use with the Fireye Phoenix scanner. All amplifiers are
available with flame failure response times of 0.8 seconds or 3 seconds nominal (4 second max) and each provide a set of test
jacks with a uniform range of 0-10 VDC for the measurement of flame signal intensity.
A complete MicroM system includes the appropriate flame detector, plug-in amplifier and programmer modules which connect
into a standard chassis and wiring base. Interchangeable programmer and amplifier modules allow for complete versatility in
selection of control function, timing and flame scanning means. Functions such as relight, recycle, non-recycle, 2-stage capability, non-recycle air flow, proof of air flow open at start, purge timing, early spark termination, pilot proving and pilot cutoff are
determined by the appropriate programmer module. Type of flame scanner (UV, Repetitive UV Self-Check, Flame Rod, IR or Cadmium Sulfide or dry contact) and the flame failure response time (FFRT) are determined by the amplifier module. Optional plugin daughter boards provide additional features such as remote reset, alpha-numeric display and serial communications.
The modular MicroM controls use the same wiring base as the Fireye UVM, TFM, and M-series II controls and are designed to be
interchangeable with most models with little or no rewiring.
Note: the individual MicroM modules, i.e. MEC chassis, MEP programmers and amplifiers are not interchangeable with M-series
II modules, i.e. MC chassis, MP programmers and amplifiers
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